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Genetic Algorithm (GA)?

• Genetic is a search heuristic that is inspired by Charles Darwin’s theory of

natural evolution.

• It reflects the process of natural selection on the basis of survival of the fittest

• Thus producing a offspring of the next generation

• It basically is an evolutionary optimization algorithm

• It includes 5 processes named population initialization, fitness calculation,

mutation, crossover and termination condition.



Isotopic fractionation

• It describes the processes that affect the relative abundances of isotopes, used

in isotopic geochemistry.

• It is defined as relative partitioning of the heavier and lighter isotopes

between two coexisting phases in a natural systems.

• There is a temperature dependency of isotopic ratio which embarks that with

change in ratio changes temperature.



Modelling earths evolution

• As per D. Paul the isotopes are present at multi reservoirs incorporating Sm-

Nd.- Rb-Sr isotopic decay systematics.

• There is a lot of transition among these reservoirs.

• Not only this these isotopes moves from one channel to another eg mantle to

lithosphere , mantle to atmosphere etc.

• Thus studying the evolution of earth on the basis of isotopic ratio changes

deriving the temperature changes of the earths different channels.



Introduction Q- GTA

• Quantum genetic terrain algorithm is basically a moulded version of the

GA.

• It does not refer to implementing in quantum or classical version here. But

depicts a generic implementation.

• It consist of same 5 keys of GA moulded as per our use.

• It implements the combines use of isotopic evolution and genetic evolution

in the algorithm called Q-GTA.



Key points of Q-GTA

• Population initialization

• Genome

• Chromosome

• Parent Selection

• Fitness Function

• Mutation

• Crossover

• Termination condition



Algorithm
• BEGIN

• Generation ← 0

• Initialize pool genes as past ratio

• Procedure chromosome formation (gene, channel, chromosome)

• If ‘i’ less than ‘n’ then

• End if

• If gene[i].Random()  channel == gene[j].Random channel then

• Chromosome  gene

• End if

• End procedure

• If temp changes then

• Mutation  Δ chromosome Ratio

• CF [fittest mutated chromosome]  chromosome – Δ chromosome

• End if

• If movement of isotopes then

• Crossover Δ chromosome Ratio

• MF [fittest crossover chromosome]  chromosome – Δ chromosome

• End if

• Steps D.b and E.b forms fittest chromosomes

• Increment generation and go to step b till Generation not equals Present Generation

• CPFT (Cognitive Prediction of Future Temperature)

• END



Flowchart



Result





Conclusion

• The 5 pillars of Q-GTA are modelled with a old set of rules but new
definitions.

• The basic idea of ability of GA to control and make decision are still
protagonist.

• Prognoses of the isotopic ratios.

• The size of generation should be sufficiently large.

• The number of generation should also be high to predict better.

• Unavailability of proper data to analyse the crossover part of algorithm.



Future work

• Use of D/H ratios to study planetary evolution.

• Development of CPMT model

• Cognitive approach of fitness function

• Prediction of natural trends and calamities based on temperature 
changes
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